Library Resource Guides

If you have in questions, please email pamela.reed@clarendoncollege.edu.

Clarendon College (CC) Library’s Webpage - 23 PowerPoint slides and Video (by CC Librarian) – Overview of the CC Library’s Online Catalog, TexShare Database, and SIRS Database.

HLC Online Catalog - 10 PowerPoint slides and Video (by CC Librarian)

Columbia Granger’s World of Poetry Video (by Columbia Granger) (4 minutes)

TexShare Databases - 17 PowerPoint slides and Video (by CC Librarian)

Introduction to EBSCOhost - Video and PowerPoint (by EBSCO) – Most EBSCO databases have their own video or PowerPoint, located under the Help button in each database.

Learning Express Library – Video (by Learning Express) (17 minutes)

SIRS (Social Issues Resources Series) Databases - 11 PowerPoint slides and Video (by CC Librarian)

ProQuest Basic Search - Video (by ProQuest) (3 minutes)

Gale Databases – Video (by CC Librarian)

Access World News - Conducting a Basic Search (Video by NewsBank), and Using Suggested Topics (Video by NewsBank).

Salem Online - Student User’s Guide (by Salem Press) and Video (by CC Librarian)

Library Orientation/Instruction - Handout and Video (by CC Librarian)

Other Guides

Brainfuse Student Guide

Using Brainfuse (42 slides)

Using Your Bulldogsmail/Office 365 OneDrive

Research Guides – (By Literary Reference Center)